random-number generation exploits inherent randomness of quantum mechanical processes and measurements. Real-time generation rate of quantum random numbers is usually limited by electronic bandwidth and data processing rate in practice. Here we use a multiplexing scheme to create a fast real-time quantum random number generator based on continuous variable vacuum fluctuations. Multiple sideband frequency modes of quantum vacuum state within a homodyne detection bandwidth are concurrently extracted as randomness entropy source, and parallelly post-processed based on Toeplitz-hashing extractors in one FPGA. Cumulative generation rate of 6 Gbits/s is achieved. The system relies on optoelectronic components and circuits that could be integrated in a compact, economical package.
Quantum
random-number generation exploits inherent randomness of quantum mechanical processes and measurements. Real-time generation rate of quantum random numbers is usually limited by electronic bandwidth and data processing rate in practice. Here we use a multiplexing scheme to create a fast real-time quantum random number generator based on continuous variable vacuum fluctuations. Multiple sideband frequency modes of quantum vacuum state within a homodyne detection bandwidth are concurrently extracted as randomness entropy source, and parallelly post-processed based on Toeplitz-hashing extractors in one FPGA. Cumulative generation rate of 6 Gbits/s is achieved. The system relies on optoelectronic components and circuits that could be integrated in a compact, economical package.
True random numbers are most critically required in cryptography for information security and communication network. The inherent randomness at the core of quantum mechanics makes quantum systems a perfect source of entropy [1, 2] . A typical quantum random numbers generator (QRNG) firstly prepares a well-defined quantum state which is chosen as the randomness entropy source. Then a corresponding detection system is realized as close as possible to its theoretically idealization to perform projective measurements on the quantum state [3, 4] . In reality, devices inevitably induce classical noise that the quantum randomness in the output is generally mixed with classical noise, which may induce side information to the random numbers [5] [6] [7] . To remove this bias, the extractable quantum randomness should be well quantified and genuine randomness should be extracted by applying informational theory provable randomness extractor (RE) [8, 9] .
In the past two decades, tremendous efforts have been made for responsible and practical QRNGs based on various of quantum entropy sources [10] [11] . Vacuum state-based QRNGs has become a promising quantum random number generation scheme [12] [13] [14] . Firstly, vacuum state-based QRNG is appealing for its convenience of state preparation, insensitivity of detection efficiency, much higher measurement bandwidth versus schemes based on qubit states [15] [16] [17] and more compact optical setup relative to phase noise measurements [18, 19] . Several dedicated researches have been focused on wideband and robust homodyne detection system applied to future practical vacuum-based QRNGs. Chip-size integration of this type of QRNG is expectable because all components involved have been integrated on a single chip recently [20] [21] [22] . Secondly, the theoretical model for the relationship between ideal random number exploiting process and implementation imperfections can be established explicitly, which provides basis for information theoretically secure RE [8] . However, generic to all other QRNGs, serial type generation scheme and postprocessing bottlenecks seriously restrict the real-time generation rate of random numbers.
Recently, real-time hash REs are realized with random bits generation rate of 3.2 Gbits/s [23] .It must be noted that high generation rates of some QRNG schemes even reach up to 10Gbps reported are theoretically equivalent results and off-line generation rate in fact. Normally, the photodetector outputs were first digitized and stored in a high-performance oscilloscope and then post-processed offline in a computer. While can be referred to evaluate the potential of the QRNG, these setups are bulky, fragile and expensive, which cannot be employed in practical real-time application and cost for commercial applications.
In this paper, different from previous reports, a multiplexed quantum random number generation based on wideband vacuum noise is proposed as a solution to bottlenecks in the real-time rate of QRNGs. We describe an optoelectronic system for simultaneously generating parallel, independent random sequences springing from vacuum quadrature fluctuations of spectrally separated vacuum state sideband frequency modes. Using a single laser, a single homodyne detection system, based on nonoverlapping frequency sideband extractors, we produced independent quantum random bit streams in parallel three paths for a cumulative generation rate of 6 Gbits/s.
In vacuum state-based QRNG, fluctuation of quadratures of vacuum state, as a continuous variable (CV), is the source of randomness. Homodyne detection is applied to measure quadrature fluctuations of the vacuum state and amplifies them to macro level via local oscillator (LO) and electrical gains. Then the scaled quantum noise is digitized into discrete binary codes and post-processed to extract randomness independent of classical side signal. A typical experimental scheme of vacuum state-based QRNG is shown in Fig. 1 .
Fig. 1. (a)
Typical experimental scheme of vacuumbased QRNG. Quiet and pure sideband frequency mode is filtered out by using a band extractor circuit. The quantum entropy source is a composite quantum state consisting of a pair of adjacent sideband frequency modes relative to the optical carrier
in random entropy source of parallel QRNG in our proposal.
Due to mechanical instablilities, relaxation oscillation and other detrimental effects in the LO, noise power spectrum (NPS).of optical-electrical signal from homodyne is normally quite noisy at low frequency. Only above these frequencies, the laser modes are accommodated with pure quantum vacuum state. On the other hand, gain cannot be flatted enough spanning the relatively large homodyne detection bandwidth due to limit gain-bandwidth product (GBWP) of op-amp. While, accurate quantum entropy assessment of raw data heavily relies on signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the homodyne detection. For these reasons, in previous works quantum side modes at relatively high frequency with bandwidths of a few megahertz are chosen as genuine quantum entropy sources [12] [13] [14] 24] .
In time domain, the entropy source is defined upon the frequency mode bandwidth. That is, in fact if the bandwidth is 1 MHz, a new quantum state arrives every 1μs and the measurement outcome is correspongding to the eigenvalue of the measured observable averaged among 1μs. In this way, the upper limit for random bit generation in this QRNG scheme ultimately depends on the homodyne bandwidth according to Nyquist rule:
In which
expresses the conditional quantum min-entropy per bit and n the digital resolution, BW W is the bandwidth of the sideband frequency mode.
In fact, quantum vacuum state quadrature fluctuations induce ultra-wideband and uncontrollable white noise whose quantum modes at different frequencies are mutual independent and fluctuations following a gaussian distribution statistically in time domain [12, 25] . We propose concurrently extract multiple nonoverlapping sideband frequency modes to realize the high efficient usage of the quantum entropy source. Center frequencies of the sideband modes relative to the frequency of the carrier are chosen by setting mixed-down frequencies Appropriate bandwidth of these modes are decided by low pass filters to attain relatively constant SNR. The construction of the entropy source is shown as the inset in (b) of Fig. 1 . Quantum conditional min-entropy is rigorously evaluated independently for every sub-entropy source, that is, each quantum sideband mode around different center frequency. Parallelly and real-time post-processing is projected by realizing multiple Toeplitz extractors in one single FPGA to take full advantage of the resources in FPGA.
In Fig. 2 , we show the experimental setup of the vacuum state-based parallel QRNG. A 1550 nm laser diode (LD) driven by constant current provides LO.
Single-mode CW beam with power of 4.5 mW from the laser incident into one port of a 50/50 beamsplitter, while the other input port was blocked to ensure that only the vacuum state enter in. Interfered vacuum and LO fields are output with balanced power and detected by balanced homodyne detector (BHD) (PDB480C, Thorlabs Inc., Newton, MA, USA) to cancel commonmode classical noise in laser while amplify the quadrature amplitude of the vacuum state. Firstly, NPS of optical electrical signal outcome from the BHD is recorded by a spectral analyser and shown in Fig. 3 . Classical noise in the photocurrents is rejected effectively over the whole detection band with SNR above 10dB, however, the clearance has evident dependence on analysis frequency as discussed above, which induces nonuniform quantum classical noise ratio (QCNR) and hinders conformance assessment of quantum min-entropy within the detection bandwidth. For extracting multiple quantum sideband modes from the measured wideband vacuum fluctuation, optical voltage signal outcome from the homodyne detector is divided into three parts via a power splitter. The first component is mixed down with a 200MHz rf signal and then passes through a low-pass-filter (LPF, ) with 100MHz cut-off frequency, in this way, the sub-entropy source is defined as a composite quantum state centered around 200MHz relative to the optical carrier with a bandwidth of 100MHz. The second and the third parts are mixed down with 600MHz and 1GHz rf signals independently and filtered both with 100MHz LPFs as well. The three vacuum state sideband modes centerd around different frequencies work together to contribute quantum randomness to the QRNG. For testifying independence between the channels, correlations of every two binary sequences are statistically computed. Furthermore, we calculated the mutual information of them, ab I ,as shown in Fig. 4 . The parallel binary sequences exhibit low bias and undetectable interchannel correlation [26] . conditioned on best sampling range setting, attaining separate and rigious evaluation of the amount of entropy sourced from the measurement of the vacuum state. In practical sampling, by choosing the analogdigital conversion range appropriately and tuning the LO intensity finely, the amount of off-scale points of path 1 can be controlled within allowed statisitcal deviation, while a few unused bins exist and induce too many blocks of zeros and ones in raw datas from sideband modes 2 and 3 due to their relatively low QCNR. By inserting a low bandwidth and gain AC amplifier to each of the two paths, signal intensity can be adjusted to match the dynamical ADC range. Then based on resulting histograms of the vacuum and electronic noise, min-entropy of raw data from each path is calculated respectively [27] . Then Toeplitz-hashing extractor, one of the most widely acknowledged information-theoretically provable RE, are employed in post-processing phase. The amount of quantum randomness independent of side information correlated to the source can be extracted from the homodyne measurement of quadrature fluctuations of vacuum state is given by the leftover hash lemma [28] min 2
Here N is the number of samples and  is the hash security parameter which represent the distance between the string produced by the randomness extracter and a perfectly uniform random string. The Toeplitz REs for the three quantum modes are implemented in real-time based on a field programmable gate array (FPGA). FPGA's concurrent computing character make it very suitable for parallel post-processing of our multiplexed random numbers generation. On one hand, Toeplitz matrix algorithm can be realized in high-speed since multiplicaton and addition between different column are completely independent, on the other hand, raw data extracted from each vacuum sideband mode can be independently post-processed in parallel in only one FPGA with high resource-efficient. Due to the limitation of computation resource of FPGA, it is impossible to directly compute a large matrix rapidly. In our work, we contruct appropriate matrix to match the scale of the FPGA and achieved high extraction ratio without extra reduction in entropy [23] . Furthermore, for each quantum sideband mode, the Toeplitz RN are realitzed in a concurrent pipeline algorithm in three modules including matrix building from seeds, submatrix multiplication and final vector accumulation in a register before real-time transmitting to PC. For real-time postprocessing of parallel multi-channel quantum random numbers, based on FPGA's internal clock of 200MHz, ADC acquisting of three quantum modes, three modules in each pipeline and PCI-E transmission are serviced for synchronization.
For quantum mode center at 200MHz, based on minentropy of 11.34dB, extraction ratio of 63.9% is calculated based on equation 2 with security parameter of -20 2 and the matrix scale is set as 348×545. Based on min-entropy of quantum modes center at 600MHz and 1GHz, respective Toeplitz matrixes are established with the same security parameter. A cumulative realtime generation rate of 6 Gbit/s is realitzed finally. In this process, calculation resources of the FPGA are scaling with the path numbers while I/O resource demanded, which takes a large partition (25%~30%) of FPGA internal resource, is almost constant. In this way, the quantum entropy source and hardware resources in post-processing are fully utilized. For testifying randomness of RN stream sourced from each sub-entropy source and independence between them, we firstly constructe 64 × 64 random bitmap images of the three binary sequences and computed XOR between every two of them. Representative bitmap images from all three data channels exhibit no apparent pattern or bias. XOR bitmap images show no correlation with their original sequences. At last, true random numbers from three paths are cummulated and output to PC via PCI-E. 1000 samples with each one 1M bits are subjected to NIST statistical Test Suite (NIST STS-2.1.2) [29] and the significant level is set as 0.01
. The test is successful if final P-value of all samples are higher than  with a proportion within the range of (1 ) In summary, we report a scalable high-speed, realtime QRNG based on CV quantum vacuum state. The scheme combine the wide band properties of quantum vacuum noise and homodyne detector and take the parallel algorithm advantage of FPGA. The system uses only commercially available optoelectronic components that could be integrated at the chip-or board-level for high-performance random number generation in cryptography applications. The work provide a costefficient and portable method for ultrafast parallel quantum random number generator and can substantially push the practicality of QRNGs. 
